Area Sales Manager, Contract Market – D,A,CH
Ambitious and experienced Sales Manager within the furniture industry for a position in a
design driven company on an exciting journey.
Wendelbo Interiors A/S is looking for an Area Sales Manager to drive our contract sales to the
next level in the German speaking markets. The right candidate for this job is experienced in
the furniture business, is driven and independent, and can generate positive results for both
company and customers. You will be working with both our brands; Wendelbo and WON.
Responsibilities and tasks
You will be the driving force behind building a foundation for Wendelbo and WON’s contract
sales in the assigned markets.
You will be in charge of driving our continued growth within contract sales for the D,A,CH
countries, by discovering new and following up on current customers – and building strong
relationships. You will be responsible for the customer journey from A to Z with support from
the home office.
We require that you have a solid interest in high-end designer furniture and will take ownership
of all products in our collection. You must be able to enhance sales by having an in-depth
knowledge of each product. We expect you to take part in all aspects of sales including
providing quotes, input marketing initiatives and taking part in the trade shows.
We expect you to establish a solid position in the market for contract sales and that you can
deliver on the goals and expectations.
Qualifications
We expect you to have extensive experience from a similar position in the furniture industry –
with proven results in the contract sales area.
You are a people person with a solid network, that will benefit you in establishing the customer
foundation for Wendelbo and build long-term relationships with customers.
You thrive in a dynamic and varied environment, and find motivation in developing sales, both
strategically and operationally. At the same time being focused and result oriented.
We offer
We offer an exciting position in a company that is experiencing very positive growth and has
high ambitions for the future. Wendelbo is a company that spans three generations and have
immensely high standards for design and production. We value each employee as an important
part of our journey forward.
We are looking for a candidate located preferably in the German speaking part of Europe. You
will refer to our Sales Director in Denmark.
Terms of employment will be negotiated individually and will reflect qualifications and level of
experience.
Send your application to lw@wendelbo.dk

Learn more here: www.wendelbo.dk and www.wondesign.dk

